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Municipalities to move forward with
agreement for Lake Como
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Belmar is expected to vote on a new, three-party agreement establishing an emergency protocol for
Lake Como at its meeting tonight.

The agreement regarding the body of water was originally expected to be a four party one between Lake
Como, Belmar, Spring Lake and South Monmouth Regional Sewerage Authority [SMRSA], but it was reduced to a
three-party agreement after negotiations to include four amendments SMRSA asked for failed.

Lake Como, Belmar and Spring Lake own Lake Como. While SMRSA does not own the lake, it has a vested
interest in the lake since two of its pump stations sit around it.

The interlocal agreement essentially formalizes what has already been implementing since Hurricane Sandy as
it is establishing a flood emergency management protocol, dictating how the four stakeholders will respond
during flooding events at the lake.

Lake Como and Belmar had passed resolutions approving the four-party interlocal agreement, while Spring Lake
did not.

SMRSA decided to table the resolution at its Nov. 14 meeting after its commissioners,
representing the towns the authority serves, discussed the agreement and
amendments the authority wants to make in executive session.

According to Mike Ruppel, SMRSA executive director, there are four amendments to
the agreement SMRSA would like to be included in order to protect its interests.

Those four amendments are establishing a $200,000 reserve to fund the emergency
operations, which would be financed equally; requiring a unanimous vote for any
critical decision made in accordance with the agreement; adding a hold-harmless
clause so SMRSA would be indemnified from being sued, and acknowledging in the

agreement that SMRSA has already spent about $1 million to deal with the lake issue.

This $1 million figure does not include the costs the three towns have put toward the lake in the past year.

Of that $1 million, Mr. Ruppel said $500,000 has been reimbursed by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency [FEMA] thus far, and about 90 percent of the remaining amount is expected to be reimbursed in the
future, leaving a bill of about $100,000 for SMRSA to foot. Assuming the authority receives 90 percent
reimbursement, that $100,000, Mr. Ruppel said, is expected to be split equally between the four stakeholders,
which was agreed to “one wet October night a year ago.”

Mr. Ruppel said SMRSA suggested the towns pay the authority now for the approximately $500,000 still
unreimbursed, and as FEMA money comes back, the authority will pay the towns back.

Spring Lake Borough Administrator Bryan Dempsey said the town will pay SMRSA back, depending on how much
it is. If the amount is reasonable and had to do with the storm, Spring Lake will pay it back, he said.

Louise Mekosh, Lake Como borough administrator, said this amendment concerned her.

“It is agreed that all parties paid money for pumps during the storm, and FEMA will reimburse 90 percent of
those costs. At some point those costs will be shared, however, we didn’t think it should be on this
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agreement,” she said.

Belmar Borough Administrator Colleen Connolly said the $1 million is a separate issue.

“It is not appropriate to comment on that because it’s not about how to manage the lake in an emergency,” she
said. “If SMRSA wants to draw up an agreement on expenses incurred, absolutely, I’m there.”

As for the hold-harmless clause, Mr. Ruppel said SMRSA wanted the clause added because the authority is a
third-party agent, whereas the three towns actually own the lake.

According to Mr. Ruppel, these four amendments were discussed at a meeting recently with the three other
parties but “there was no real negotiation whatsoever on the issues.”

“We were left in a position that either we sign the original agreement or the municipalities are considering
moving forward with a three-way agreement, rather than a four,” Mr. Ruppel said.

“Our signing of the original agreement simply doesn’t protect our interest,” he said. “It’s that simple.”

If the three towns wish to talk about the amendments, SMRSA would be happy to do so, Mr. Ruppel said, “but
anything short of that we simply cannot sign the agreement.”

“I think the long and short of it is that we failed to come together as a four-party agreement [so] they’re going
to proceed with three,” Mr. Ruppel said after the meeting. “I’d like to think all our relationships are intact and
we’re going to be there if needed.”

Mr. Dempsey said the only amendment he did not have an issue with was the unanimous vote.

The purpose of the interlocal agreement is for when emergencies occur, Mr. Dempsey said, and the parties “can
still accomplish that without having SMRSA as part of the group.”

“[SMRSA] might not be written into the agreement, but I’m sure when push comes to shove and a storm is
coming, they will do as they have always done and help the municipalities out,” he said, noting he does not
believe recent events will affect his relationship with the authority.

Ms. Mekosh said while the three towns will be moving forward with the interlocal agreement, “SMRSA has
agreed to continue helping out the three towns in any way they are needed.”

“If anyone wants to question parties agreeing, Sandy is proof that the three communities and [SMRSA] all
cooperate with one another and work well together,” Ms. Mekosh said.

She added that SMRSA only tabled their agreement, so “there is a possibility that if the amendment regarding
costs were withdrawn we may be moving forward with all four entities.”

Ms. Connolly said there were amendments that were important to SMRSA, but “frankly [they] weren’t about
emergency protocol and managing the lake,” which is what the agreement is about.

The three-party agreement is on Belmar Council’s agenda for tonight and is expected to be voted on.
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